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Tackling Issues Toward Climate Change
By John Boom

I propose introducing a bill for all farming land not being “viably commercially used” for its
set purpose that it was originally cleared for to have that said land reforested with at least
80% of the area covered. The trees offer several benefits in the form of future logging
stock, wildlife refuge, protecting endangered species, possible erosion and salinity issues
and it will benefit the environment of the overall area reducing greenhouse damage.

Farming land is a commercial business and if it’s not going to be used for its set purpose
from when it was cleared then that business permit use should be revoked after say a three
year period of the land being idle. The reference of “viably commercially used” would mean
to produce a satisfactory income level for the size of the property which would be
determined by government services. The size of the idle said land can be determined by
government services but I would suggest land say 50 acres and over in size.

People just stocking a few animals on the said land and to say it’s being used wouldn’t be
allowed under the terms of being “viably farmed” so they must produce a viable tax return
from the said property. If no viable return can be produced from the farm business it should
be reforested back to a satisfactory level. If people buy or have a farm then it’s a business
that should produce a viable return based on the minimum wage as an income.

Too much of the Australian landscape was decimated causing all manner of issues from past
land clearing. That affects the climate and many areas are now no longer sustainable as
viable farming businesses. So just like mining companies are made to restore damage done
from mining areas farm properties no longer being viably farmed should also be made to do
the same. Trees are in fact one of the best cures toward tackling climate change and the
long term issues. There would be many long term benefits to having such a program in
place.

People that buy a larger farm property should be expected to farm that property as a
business. They always have the options to sell the property to another that intends to make
a viable business venture form the said property. The percentage of reforesting can be
determined by government services as the 80% is just a rough guideline. People can still live
on the said property if they choose to do that but must reforest a large percentage of it if
they have no intention of viably farming it.

